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BE FIRST.



3T started life as a master dropbar manufacturer. Nobody else had the same technical 
ability to manipulate tubing, and thus 3T became the first company to focus on more ergo-
nomic (i.e. more complex) shapes. That focus continues to this day, now with the complete 
shape freedom of carbon. The previous generation, the Ergonova, was lauded worldwide 
as the top ergonomic bar. In fact, it was so good we didn’t touch the center section at all 
when designing the new SuperErgo. We did change everything else though, ensuring the 
SuperErgo will continue 3T’s streak as the ergo bar of choice for road cyclists from begin-
ners to Team BMC and Team Aqua Blue.

DROP GRIP: The gradual change in cur-
vature makes the grips comfortable for 
hands of all sizes. The tighter top bend 
ensures the newest Shimano, SRAM and 
Campagnolo shift/brake levers align per-
fectly for a very comfortable hand position 
on the hoods.

CORNER GRIP: More and more people 
ride extended periods of time with their 
hands in the corners, yet in ergonomic de-
sign this area never received any attention. 
Our new corner design improves comfort 
and creates a more secure grip.
(TEAM & LTD only)

CENTER GRIP: When we surveyed our 
customers about their desires for this new 
ergonomic bar, amateur and professionals 
alike pleaded with us not to change this 
area at all. It’s that comfortable. So we left 
it alone.

COMFORT 6 DECADES IN THE MAKING

SUPERERGO

That’s right, most riders find 3T’s classic round bend uncomfortable, yet it is the longest 
running bend in history and those who love it REALLY love it (including a lot of pros). Com-
pare it to mattresses; some prefer soft, others hard. The SuperLeggera is definitely in the 
hard category - “soft mattress cyclists” will opt for the SuperErgo. The SuperLeggera round 
drop shape is very “present” in your hands, giving you great awareness at all times. The 
minimalist center grip section is completely optimized for stiffness and low weight, making 
this our lightest drop bar ever.

DROP GRIP: The round grip “bites” in 
the palm of your hands, creating a solid 
connection. This creates a sense of pow-
er & control that is hard to explain but 
undeniable when you try it yourself. For 
more comfort, go with the SuperErgo.

CORNER GRIP: The center section has 
a constant taper from drop to stem for 
the best possible transfer of forces. This 
makes the SuperLeggera extremely light 
and stiff. Not clip-on compatible!

CENTER GRIP: The oval center grip is 
designed for structural optimization, so 
we were very surprised when test riders 
commented on its supreme comfort. An 
unexpected win-win: Light, stiff and com-
fortable - pick 3. (TEAM & LTD only)

LIGHT, STIFF, UNCOMFORTABLE

SUPERLEGGERA



A perfect match for the Strada frame, the AeroNova handlebar combines an aero 
profile with an unusual feature: comfort. While most aero dropbars sacrifice in ergo-
nomics, the AeroNova’s cross section and corner wing relief makes it ideal for long 
efforts and even the bar of choice for some speed-obsessed gravel riders (for mere 
mortals, the SuperGhiaia is a better choice there).

DROP GRIP: The gradual change in cur-
vature makes the grips comfortable for 
hands of all sizes, while the upper corner 
aligns all modern shift/brake levers. The 
longer reach provides a more aero posi-
tion (or use a shorter stem for a standard 
position).

CORNER WING RELIEF: This dip in the 
wing just before the grip acts as a sec-
ondary hood position. In combination 
with the longer reach you can place your 
hands here for a standard body position 
or go forward into the hood for an ex-
tended position.

CENTER WING: The wing’s cross section 
is aerodynamic yet comfortable, pro-
vided you are accustomed to grip with 
your thumb parallel to your index finger. 
If you prefer to grip the center section 
with your thumb under the bar, the Su-
perErgo is your best choice.

THE MOST AERO

AERONOVA

We love mixed surface/adventure/gravel/all-road riding. So many names, yet none 
conveys how much fun it is. The SuperGhiaia is perfect for stringing together paved 
and unpaved sections, by providing comfort in all hand positions. The key? Combin-
ing a straight (not weirdly angled) hood position with an extreme flare for control in 
the drops. Perfect for your Exploro.

DROP GRIP: The SuperGhiaia’s unique 
flare is size specific, optimized for small-
er hands on the 40cm and for bigger 
hands on the 44cm bar. This makes them 
not only more comfortable, it also aligns 
the rider’s fingers better with the brake 
lever.

CORNER GRIP: More and more peo-
ple ride extended periods of time with 
their hands in the corners, yet in ergo-
nomic design this area never received 
any attention. Our new corner design 
improves comfort and creates a more 
secure grip. (TEAM & LTD only)

CENTER GRIP: When we surveyed our 
customers about their desires for this 
new ergonomic bar, amateur and pro-
fessionals alike pleaded with us not to 
change this area at all. It’s that comfort-
able. So we left it alone.

OFF-THE-CHARTS OFF-ROAD FUN

SUPERGHIAIA



SUPERERGO

Material Unidirectional carbon
Ultralight layup

Cable routing Internal cable channels

Clamp diameter 31.8mm

Stem torque 5Nm maximum

Shift/brake lever torque 8Nm maximum

Clip-ons Not compatible

Di2 compatibility Fully compatible,
including with Di2 bar plug 
Junction A

Finish Stealth black 

Material Unidirectional carbon
Ultralight layup

Cable routing Internal cable channels

Clamp diameter 31.8mm

Stem torque 5Nm maximum

Shift/brake lever torque 8Nm maximum

Clip-ons Not compatible

Di2 compatibility Fully compatible,
including with Di2 bar plug 
Junction A

Finish Stealth black 

SUPERLEGGERA

DROPBARS

Material Unidirectional carbon
Ultralight layup

Cable routing Internal cable channels

Clamp diameter 31.8mm

Stem torque 5Nm maximum

Shift/brake lever torque 8Nm maximum

Clip-ons Not compatible

Di2 compatibility Fully compatible,
including with Di2 bar plug 
Junction A

Finish Stealth black 

Material Unidirectional carbon

Cable routing Internal cable channels

Clamp diameter 31.8mm

Stem torque 5Nm maximum

Shift/brake lever torque 8Nm maximum

Clip-ons Not compatible

Di2 compatibility Fully compatible,
including with Di2 bar plug 
Junction A

Finish Stealth black 

SUPERGHIAIAAERONOVA

DISCOVER THE COMPLETE RANGE >

LTD TEAM PRO

Available in:

LTD TEAM

Available in:

TEAMLTD TEAM PRO

Available in: Available in:

Technical specs are shown for LTD products, if available, otherwise TEAM.



Everybody loves to talk about the aerodynamics of aerobars and - guilty as charged 
- we also like all the work that went into finding the most aero shapes. But all of that 
is meaningless if the bars don’t put you in an aero and comfortable position (and in 
the end, comfort = aero as it allows you to stay in your aero position longer). To that 
effect, the Vola combines with a standard stem for the widest range of set-ups, has 
lots of stack, width and reach adjustment and the most comfortable elbow pads we 
have ever designed.

ADJUSTABILITY: Extensions under the 
wing for superlow body position, or 
above for more comfort. Grip spacing 
can also be adjusted to fit your needs. 
Add to that a range of elbow pad width, 
pad height, extension length & shapes 
and every rider can find their perfect po-
sition.

COMFORT ELBOW PADS: Our new cra-
dle and pads put your elbows exactly 
where you want them and once there, 
support them with so much comfort 
you’ll be able to keep your aero position 
through the end of the race without a 
problem.

AERO WING: Aerodynamic wing design 
and horizontal grips for the fastest pos-
sible set-up. The wing is 3:1 UCI-legal 
but thanks to the sharply forward angle, 
they are close to 5:1 if measured in the 
direction of motion, a big aerodynamic 
advantage.

COMFORTABLE AT SPEED

VOLA

VOLA

Wing material Unidirectional carbon

Extension material Unidirectional carbon

Cradle material Alloy

Pad material Neoprene

Clamp diameter 31.8mm

Extensions S-bend

Cradle New comfort

Weight 725g (minimum stack)

Finish Stealth black

DISCOVER THE COMPLETE RANGE >

LTD TEAM PRO

Available in:

Technical specs are shown for LTD products, if available, otherwise TEAM.



The bullhorn bar was introduced to the cycling world by 3T on Francesco Moser’s 
hour record bikes. Its design principle hasn’t significantly changed since, until now. 
The Revo seems so obvious, now, providing a better, safer and more powerful grip for 
the rider. Then again, good ideas always seem obvious after the fact.

ADJUSTABILITY: Extensions under the 
wing for superlow body position, or 
above for more comfort. Grip spacing 
can also be adjusted to fit your needs. 
Add to that a range of elbow pad width, 
pad height, extension length & shapes 
and every rider can find their perfect po-
sition.

COMFORT ELBOW PADS: Our new cra-
dle and pads put your elbows exactly 
where you want them and once there, 
support them with so much comfort 
you’ll be able to keep your aero position 
through the end of the race without a 
problem.

AERO WING: Aerodynamic wing design 
and horizontal grips for the fastest possi-
ble set-up, as proven for years by many 
of the world’s best time trialers and tri-
athletes racing these aerobars to victory. 
The wing is 3:1 UCI-legal.

REVERSE TAKE-OVER

REVO

REVO

Wing material Unidirectional carbon

Extension material Unidirectional carbon

Cradle material Alloy

Pad material Neoprene

Clamp diameter 31.8mm

Extensions S-bend

Cradle New comfort

Weight 700g (minimum stack)

Finish Stealth black

DISCOVER THE COMPLETE RANGE >

LTD TEAM

Available in:

Technical specs are shown for LTD products, if available, otherwise TEAM.



APTO

If you see a stem with blacked out logos in the pro peloton, it’s likely to be a 3T. Why? For 
the same reason bike fitters love it - we make our stems available in a very wide range of 
lengths (70-150mm), angles (+/-6 & +/-17) and levels. The stem may not be the most excit-
ing bike part, it is the crucial connection between frame and handlebars ensuring the bike 
handles well and your body is in the right position. The Apto continues 3T’s six decades 
of leadership in stem design, combining unparalleled functionality with Italian elegance.

STEERER CLAMP: Double bolts (Titanium 
for the TEAM level) hold the steerer se-
curely and provide redundancy for extra 
safety.

REVERSE FACEPLATE BOLTS: These clean 
up the faceplate for a more elegant design, 
in particular in combination with our new 
drop bars.

CLASSIC RUBBER LOGO: The 3D rubber 
logo is a nod to the iconic 3T stems of yes-
teryear. White or black lettering available.

CREATE A STRONG CONNECTION

APTO

Material Alloy 6061

Bolts Ti (steerer), steel (faceplate)

Steerer diameter 28.6mm (1 1/8”)

Handlebar diameter 31.8mm

Key size 4mm Allen key

Steerer bolt torque 5Nm

Faceplate bolt torque 5Nm

Finish Stealth black or
black with red accents

DISCOVER THE COMPLETE RANGE >

Available in:

TEAM PRO

Technical specs are shown for LTD products, if available, otherwise TEAM.



At 3T always aim to combine the best functionality with italian style and design. 
The Zero25 is an excellent example, offering both a zero and 25mm offset built 
into the same seatpost without any of the bulkiness normally associated with 
extra adjustability. This means you can experiment with a wide range of saddle 
positions and once you have found your optimum, you still have the world’s most 
beautiful seatpost on your bike (if we may say so ourselves).

SLEEK & VERSATILE

ZERO25

ADJUSTABLE OFFSET:
The crux of the Zero25 is in its sleek head. Clamped on 
the minimalist base are a left and right cup that offer a 
zero offset for a relatively forward saddle position. Switch 
the left cup to the right side and vice versa and you have 
a 25mm offset, perfect for a more rearward saddle po-
sition. In either position, the seatpost looks great and 
works great.

Shaft material Unidirectional carbon
Ultralight layup

Head Material Carbon / Alloy mechanism

Length 350mm

Setback 0mm & 25mm combined

Diameter 27.2mm or 31.6mm

Weight (+/- 5%) (g) 210 (27.2x350mm)

Finish Stealth black

ZERO25

DISCOVER THE COMPLETE RANGE >

LTD TEAM PRO

Available in:

Technical specs are shown for LTD products, if available, otherwise TEAM.



The 3T Strada is the world’s first 1x dedicated road bike, removing 
the front derailleur and inner ring to improve the aerodynamics 
around the BB. Of course we also want to streamline what’s left and 
for that we offer the Torno.

It benefits from the 20 years of experience at our sister company 
THM in making the world’s lightest and stiffest cranks. It uses special 
aero cross sections that seem impossibly thin to slice through the 
air. Best of all, just like all THM products, it’s made right here in 
Europe, under our own control at our own factory.

And of course, the Torno works beautifully not just on the Strada but also 
on any 1x Exploro.

WORLD’S FIRST 1X AERO CRANK

TORNO

AERODYNAMICS: The crank is one of the most complex parts for aerodynamics; the leading edge of your shape becomes the trailing edge 180 
degrees later, you have the major influence of the forward speed and the minor influence of the rotational speed, your feet spin by, the frame is right 
there, the chain runs over the chainring and can’t really be changed aerodynamically, etc.

Our best aero shape was a knife-like 12mm wide at the pedal, significantly thinner than anything else in existence (cranks are usually 15-17mm at the 
pedal end). In the other direction, our desired profile was much deeper than usual.

The transition to the spider is another headache area. For structural and stiffness reasons, we want the spider to be integrated with the crank arm and 
fibers running through both. Yet we also want the chainring to be separated spatially from the drive-side crank arm (not one blended shape) to avoid 
aerodynamic blockage. The Torno spider offers exactly that and works in unison with the dedicated Wolf Tooth aero rings.

NARROWQ: Narrow is aero and the ul-
tra-thin crank arm blades provide a double 
advantage: They cut through the air more 
efficiently and they reduce the Q factor by 
4mm, keeping your feet closer together 
for better biomechanical and aerodynamic 
efficiency.

AERO SPIDER: The spider is separated 
spatially from the drive-side crank for aero-
dynamic reasons. Structurally however it is 
integrated with the axle and crank arm as 
well as the chainring, not only through its 
four bolts but also via its (patent-pending) 
countersunk design.

WOLFTOOTH CHAINRING: These 1x-spe-
cific chainrings uses Wolftooth’s DropStop 
tooth pattern for the best performance. 
The countersunk bolt pattern is dedicated 
to the Torno spider, transferring your pow-
er not just via its bolts but also its shape for 
optimal power transfer.



TORNO

Weight crank (+/- 3%) 330g (172.5mm, crank arms, axle, spider)

Weight chainrings 79g (36t), 89g (40t), 110g (44t)

BB standards Fits any frame with one of the following BB shells: BB386EVO, BB30,
Press t30, Shimano Press t, BBrightTM, Italian threads, Press Road BSA
(bottom bracket not included)

Spider BCD Custom aero spider & bolt pattern

Chainrings 36, 40 & 44 tooth

Gear ranges with 3T 9-32 cassette 36t chainring equivalent to 48-34 chainrings with 12-30 cassette
40t chainring equivalent to 53/36 chainrings with 12-29 cassette 
44t chainring equivalent to 54/36 chainring with 11-26 cassette

Q-Factor 142mm

Chainline 47mm (optimized for 1x in combination with 142mm rear axle spacing)

Inner crank width 118mm

Available lengths 170, 172.5 or 175mm

Max. permissible total weight (rider+bicycle+luggage): 110kg (264lb)
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LTD TEAM

Available in:

Technical specs are shown for LTD products, if available, otherwise TEAM.
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